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Invariant synthesis is crucial for program verification and is a challenging
task. We present a new concrete learning algorithm, Winnow-ICE, to syn-
thesize inductive invariants for proving that a program is correct by validating
its assertions. Winnow is an online learning algorithm that can be used to
learn Boolean formulae from positive, negative and implication counterex-
amples.
We implemented the Winnow algorithm as a plug-in for the Horn-ICE
framework which is built on the Boogie program verifier. We compare our
learning algorithm against Houdini and Sorcar by evaluating the algorithm on
a subset of two different classes of benchmarks. The first class of benchmark
is obtained from the GPUVerify tool, and the second class of benchmark is
derived from Neider et al. (2018).
On the GPUVerify benchmark suite, it is noted that the Winnow algorithm
takes considerably fewer rounds as compared to Sorcar for similar total per-
formance in time, whereas, as compared to the Houdini, the total time taken
is notably large for a similar performance in total number of rounds.
On the Dryad benchmark suite, it is observed that the Winnow algorithm
takes fewer rounds as compared to Houdini and more rounds as compared
to Sorcar; however, the Winnow algorithm is slower in comparison to both
Sorcar and Houdini.
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The typical flow of program verification begins by expressing the program
in terms of verification conditions which are mathematical logic formulas in-
ferred from the program’s source code. Verification conditions are based on
the theory of Hoare triples [1] and involve unknown predicates that corre-
spond to unknown inductive invariants [2]. An invariant is understood as
a set of program states that includes all the initial states of the program
(initialization), excludes all the set of states that fail to meet the program
specification (on termination), and is inductive; that is, if a program starts
its execution from a state that belongs to the invariant, it results in a state
that is also the invariant (maintenance). The inductive invariant synthesis
is fundamental to prove the correctness of imperative programs, and gener-
ating inductive invariants is the most difficult aspect of program verification
[3, 4, 5].
With sufficient invariants, the process of program verification can be re-
duced to determining the logical validity of verification conditions [2, 6]. The
process of checking the validity of verification conditions has been automated
over the past several years [7, 8, 9]. Constrained Horn clauses (CHCs) provide
a convenient and elegant way to formally represent many encoding styles of
verification conditions [10, 11, 12]. Given a set of CHCs, finding an invariant
that satisfies each constraint will prove the program correct.
However, finding an invariant was traditionally the responsibility of a hu-
man, either the person performing the verification, or the programmer writ-
ing the program, but over the years, different ways to generate invariants
automatically have been discovered [6, 3, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21].
These approaches can be broadly classified into white-box techniques and
black-box techniques.
In the white-box techniques such as abstract interpretation [3], predicate
abstraction [13], and interpolation [20], the invariant synthesizer has a pro-
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found insight about the program and the property being proven. These
techniques evaluate the program symbolically or use proofs of unreachability
of error states to synthesize an inductive invariant [22].
On the other hand, in the black-box techniques [2, 6, 15, 22, 21], the in-
variant synthesizer is largely agnostic to the program and works only with a
partial view of the requirements of the invariant. Black-box techniques are
data-driven and primarily have two components, a teacher (program veri-
fier) and a learner (invariant synthesizer), which interact with each other in
rounds. In each round, the learner proposes an invariant hypothesis and the
teacher evaluates the CHCs for the proposed invariant and returns a coun-
terexample or proves that the program is correct. Recently, machine learning
[23] techniques have been explored and applied to the field of invariant gen-
eration.
In this work, we focus on a learning sum of product (SOP) form of Boolean
functions as invariants using a traditional machine learning algorithm Win-
now [24]. Given a fixed set of predicates and CHCs, the goal is to learn an
invariant that satisfies the CHCs. Winnow is an online learning algorithm
that is adapted in the ICE learning setting [6] and implemented as a plug-in
for the Horn-ICE framework [22].
The details of the Winnow-ICE framework are described in depth in the
following sections. The performance of Winnow is evaluated on two bench-
marks: GPUVerify [25] and Neider et al.’s tool (Dryad) [26]. Winnow is
compared against existing tools Sorcar [21] and Houdini [4].
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides
the required background needed for this thesis. Chapter 3 describes the
related work in this domain. Chapter 4 covers the specifics of implementa-
tion. Chapter 5 evaluates the performance of the implementation. Chapter




In this chapter, Section 2.1 introduces the different notations and definitions
used in this thesis. Section 2.2 briefly explains black-box learning techniques,
their advantages and challenges. Sections 2.4 and 2.5 provide an overview of
algorithms implemented in this thesis.
2.1 Notations and Definitions
A predicate on X is a Boolean-valued function P: X → {True, False}. Pred-
icate P(x) is True if x is in the set and False, if x is not in the set.
A loop invariant (LI) is a property of the loop that is true for every exe-
cution of the loop. Every loop can be expressed as a loop invariant. Loop
invariants always hold immediately before the loop and after each iteration
of the loop.
A constrained Horn clause (CHC) is a robust verification condition for-
malism that encodes a program. Table 2.1 demonstrates CHCs for the given
C program.
• Constraint (1) proves the trivial case when the loop body is never
executed.
• Constraint (2) guarantees that LI is True when the loop head is initially
reached.
• Constraint (3) ensures that LI is inductive with the loop body.
• Constraint(4) says that the LI does not violate the post condition.
The goal is to find a formula for LI such that all the constraints from (1)








int x , y ;
x = 0 ;
y = 1 ;
while (∗ )
{
x = x + 1 ;
y = x + y ;
}
a s s e r t ( y >= x ) ;
}
(∗ i n d i c a t e s unknown
number o f loop
i t e r a t i o n s )
1. (x = 0)
∧
(y = 1) =⇒ (y ≥
x)
2. (x = 0)
∧




(x′ = x + 1)
∧
(y′ =
x+ y) =⇒ LI(x′, y′)
4. LI(x, y) =⇒ (y ≥ x)
2.2 Data-driven Learning
To verify a program using Hoare logic, a program is annotated with asser-
tions and each assertion corresponds to a Hoare triple. To check the validity
of Hoare triples, predicate transformer semantics as proposed by Dijkstra
in [27] is used. Predicate transformers such as weakest precondition and
strongest postcondition provide complete strategies to verify a Hoare triple
by transforming the problem equivalently to that of proving a first-order logic
formula [28]. Formulas obtained from predicate transformers are called ver-
ification conditions (VC). CHCs are a form of VC. CHCs involve unknown
inductive invariants. Machine learning algorithms can be used for invariant
synthesis and these are black-box techniques of invariant generation.
2.2.1 Advantages
When the programs get large and complex with convoluted data structures,
complex code semantics, pointers, heaps, non-linear arithmetic operations,
etc., generating a simple inductive invariant that is sufficient to prove a prop-
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erty of the program is hard. This may be because even user-written annota-
tions are complex. Black-box techniques ignore this complexity by learning
only over a restricted observation of the state of the program. Additionally,
black-box techniques provide a way to apply machine learning techniques to
verification problems.
2.2.2 Disadvantages
One of the challenges of this approach is the choice of atomic predicates (fea-
tures in machine learning). As the program complexity increases, there arises
a need for domains of higher dimensionality to express the feature vectors
(richer domains like polyhedra domain). Machine learning algorithms tend to
propose a generalized concept and avoid overfitting, but for verification tasks
we need the algorithm to learn a concept that is fully consistent with given
samples even if it is at the expense of overfitting. In other words, we need a
perfect classifier for verification tasks. Another limitation of this approach is
that when the samples are not easily separable, the machine learning model
may underfit the data and may yield incorrect and complex invariants.
2.3 Framework
There are primarily two components in a black-box technique. The first com-
ponent is a teacher which is the verification engine that returns appropriately
labeled counterexamples in every round, and the second is the learner that
learns using the examples and proposes an invariant hypothesis. This hy-
pothesis can be any arbitrary combination of Boolean functions or a linear
threshold function (LTF) or a decision tree depending on the machine learn-
ing algorithm used. We develop a learner using the Winnow algorithm in
this thesis.
2.3.1 Teacher
Given a program, its VC (CHCs) can be automatically generated by tools
such as Boogie [9] and Seahorn [12]. Given the VC, their validity is checked
by constraint solvers such as Z3 [7], SMT solvers, etc.
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There are primarily three kinds of counterexamples that can be generated.
They are positive, negative and implication counterexamples.
• Positive counterexamples are generated when the given state s satisfies
the precondition α but does not satisfy the loop invariant φ, that is,
s |= α and s 6|= φ.
Equations are of the form α 6=⇒ φ.
• Negative counterexamples are generated when the given state s satisfies
the loop invariant φ but does not satisfy the post condition β, that is,
s |= φ and s 6|= β.
Equations are of the form φ 6=⇒ β.
• Horn/Implication counterexamples are generated when the invariant
is not inductive and is of the form ({s1, s2, ..sn}, s), where si |= φ for
each i ∈ {1, 2, .., n} but s 6|= φ. These equations encode the inductive
property of the loop invariant.
Traditionally, the teacher generated only positive and negative counterexam-
ples. Then came along ICE-learning [6], which included implication coun-
terexamples, and later came Horn-ICE learning [22] for implication coun-
terexamples arising from Horn implication constraints.
The teacher takes in the invariant hypothesis from the learner, CHCs,
and returns Horn-ICE samples which include positive (+), negative (-), and
Implication (?) counterexamples as shown in Figure 2.1.
2.3.2 Learner
In this thesis, we develop the learner using the Winnow algorithm [24] and
Houdini algorithm (similar to classical elimination algorithm) [4] and we
call it Winnow-ICE. The details of the implementation are mentioned in
Chapter 4. Section 2.4 provides a brief outline of the Winnow algorithm. The
learner takes Horn-ICE samples that include examples, counterexamples, and
implication examples and proposes an invariant as a hypothesis as shown in
Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Teacher-Learner Framework
2.4 Winnow Algorithm
The Winnow algorithm is an online machine learning algorithm that learns a
linear classifier from labeled examples [24]. An online learning algorithm has
no separate set of training examples and the learner learns from each example
given. The learner is told if the prediction was accurate after making it, and
then uses this knowledge to strengthen its hypothesis. As long as it receives
examples, the learner continues to learn and the algorithm returns a linear
threshold function (LTF). These kinds of algorithms are useful where we need
to compute the hypothesis incrementally.
The goal of the Winnow algorithm is to learn a concept described by a
Boolean function by making fewer mistakes. The Winnow algorithm is ob-
served to perform well when there is a large number of irrelevant attributes
and the correct-response function depends on a small set of attributes. This
behavior is attributable to Winnow’s use of multiplicative weight update.
Since we want to minimize the number of rounds (interactions between
teacher and learner) and minimize the time taken to prove, Winnow is our
choice of algorithm in this work.
2.4.1 Algorithm Description
The input to the Winnow learner is a set of feature vectors that are a list of
Boolean attributes, and the label is an output of some Boolean function of
the attributes. The Winnow algorithm is similar to the Perceptron algorithm
[29] except that it has a multiplicative update scheme instead of an additive
weight update scheme.
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The algorithm takes an input vector X = {0, 1}N and maintains non-
negative real-valued weights W . The weights W are of size (N, 1). There are
two hyperparameters: real numbers θ and α. θ is the threshold and α is the
amount by which the weights are changed.
On receiving an input vector (x1, ..., xN), the learner responds as follows:
• Prediction is 1.0 if
∑N
i=1wi ∗ xi >= θ
• Prediction is 0.0 if
∑N
i=1wi ∗ xi < θ
The weight update scheme of the algorithm is described in Algorithm 1.
The weights are changed only for the non-zero data (xi) and only if the
learner makes a mistake. The amount by which the weights are changed
depends on a fixed parameter α and it can be set to any value greater than
1. Each mistake is either a promotion step or a demotion step.
2.4.2 Mistake Bounds
Littlestone [24] gives the following theorem. We give the proof of the theorem
from [24] here since it is directly related to our work.
Theorem 1. Suppose that the target function is a k-literal monotone dis-
junction given by f(x1, ..., xn) = xi1 ∨ ... ∨ xik. If the Winnow algorithm is
run with α > 1 and θ > 1/α, then for any sequence of instances the total
number of mistakes will be bounded by α ∗ k(logαθ + 1) + Nθ .
To prove this theorem, Littlestone uses three lemmas (enumerated here as
Lemma 1, Lemma 2, Lemma 3) that are related to finding bounds on the
number of promotion and demotion steps that occur.
Let u be the number of promotion steps that have occurred by the end of
some sequence of trials and let v be the number of demotion steps that have
occurred by the end of the same sequence of trials.
Lemma 1. v < N/θ + (α− 1)u.
Proof. Initially,
∑N
i=1wi = N because wi is initialized to 1.
• Each promotion steps increases this sum by at most (α − 1)θ, since




• Each elimination step decreases
∑N
i=1wi by at least θ.




wi ≤ N + u(α− 1)θ − vθ
Lemma 2. For all i, wi < αθ.
Proof. Since θ > 1/α, the weights are initially less than or equal to αθ. For
any j, the value of wj is only increased for xj = 1 and
∑N
i=1wixi ≤ θ.
These conditions can only occur together if wi < 0 immediately prior to
the promotion. Thus wi < αθ after the promotion.
Lemma 3. After u promotion steps and an arbitrary number of elimination
steps, there exists some i for which logαwi > u/k.
Proof. Let R = i1, ..., ik .
f(x1, ..., xn) = 0 if and only if xi = 0 for all i ∈ R. Elimination steps
occur only when f(xi, ..., xn) = 0, and promotion steps occur only when
f(x1, ..., xn) = 1.
Thus
∏
i∈R wi is unchanged by elimination steps and is increased by a
factor of at least α by each promotion step. Initially
∏
i∈R wi = 1.
Thus after u promotion steps
∏
i∈R wi ≥ αu giving
∑
i∈R logαwi ≥ u. Since
|R| = k, for some i ∈ R we have logαwi ≥ u/k, as desired.
We demonstrate the proof of Theorem 1 using Lemmas 1, 2, and 3 as
follows.
Proof. The total number of mistakes made during a run of the algorithm is
equal to the number of promotion steps, u, plus the number of elimination
steps, v.
Combining Lemmas 2 and 3 we get
u/k ≤ logαwi ≤ logαθ + 1





+ (α− 1)k(logαθ + 1)
Adding the bounds on u and v leads to the desired bound on the total number
of mistakes.
It is observed that a good bound is achieved when the weights are initialized
to 1.0, α is 2, and threshold θ is initialized to N/2. With these parameters,
for a k -literal monotone disjunction of the form, from the Theorem 1, in the
worst case, the Winnow algorithm makes O(klog(N)) mistakes.
The Perceptron algorithm is noted to make (N + k − 1)/2 mistakes in
learning a k -literal monotone disjunction. The number of mistakes is linear in
N whereas, for the Winnow algorithm, the number of mistakes is logarithmic
in N .
Algorithm 1: Winnow Algorithm Weight Update
Input: A single data point x, true label ytrue, prediction ypred
Output: wgts
1 for i← 0 to len(x) do
2 Demotion Step;
3 if x[i] and ytrue == 0 and ypred == 1 then
4 wgts[i] = wgts[i]/α;
5 end
6 Promotion Step;
7 if x[i] and ytrue == 1 and ypred == 0 then




Houdini is based on the elimination algorithm [23, 30] and learns a conjunc-
tive invariant over a given set of predicates. The pseudo-code of the algorithm
is depicted in Algorithm 2. There are N Boolean predicates P and each pred-
icate is denoted by Pi for i ∈ {1, 2, ..N}. Initially, the conjunctive concept
X is proposed over all predicates P . With each positive counterexample s+,
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all predicates that violate this example are removed from the conjunctive
concept. Consequently, we get the largest conjunctive formula that is con-
sistent with S+. For each failed inductive constraint with a counterexample
of the form (s, s′), s′ is always added as a positive example. The elimination
algorithm does not learn from any negative examples. If a negative example
s− does satisfy X, that means that there is no conjunctive invariant.
Remark. Houdini algorithm is guaranteed to converge to a conjunctive in-
variant, if one exists, in O(N) rounds.
In Chapter 3, we review the previous works in this domain.
Algorithm 2: Houdini Algorithm
Input: Positive counterexamples S+, Horn ICE samples SH ,
Negative counterexamples S−, predicates P




2 foreach s+ in S+ do
3 X : X \ {Pi | s+[Pi] = False}
4 end
5 repeat
6 foreach Horn-ICE sample (s, s′) in SH do
7 if s is satisfied by X then
8 Add s′ as positive
9 Take every Pi False in (s, s′), and remove it from X
10 end
11 end
12 until X converges ;
/* Check negative examples violate Conjunctive concept */
13 foreach s− in S− do
14 if s− is satisfied by X then






In this chapter, we discuss the evolution of several black-box techniques for
a conjunctive invariant generation. A conjunctive invariant is a conjunctive
formula over a set of predicates. An early example is the elimination algo-
rithm [30] that proposes a conjectured invariant over a set of predicates and
iteratively eliminates every predicate that is False for a positive counterex-
ample until a fixed point is reached. This algorithm semantically proposes
the smallest conjunctive formula over the predicates that includes all the
positive counterexamples.
Another early prominent example is Daikon [31], which is based on an
elimination algorithm and generates likely invariants of a program using dy-
namic analysis. The tool observes the values that the program computes,
and tracks properties that were True during the observed executions to pro-
pose an invariant that is statistically justified by the observations. Daikon
proposes a conjunctive invariant; however, it is not guaranteed to be the True
inductive invariant of the program.
Houdini [4] circumvents the drawback of Daikon by generating conjunctive
invariants over a set of predicates and uses a constraint-solver as the teacher
to propose counterexamples and refine its conjectured invariant. This hap-
pens iteratively until the concept learned is inductive and adequate. Inferred
invariant depends on the initial set of predicates chosen and does not take
into account negative counterexamples or assertions in the program. If the
number of predicates is too large, it takes a considerable amount of time
to remove predicates, leading to an increase in the running time of the algo-
rithm. Houdini also does not take into account the assertions in the program,
and thus the tightest invariant can be quite complex (have many conjuncts)
and hard to synthesize.
Recently, machine learning techniques have been applied for an invariant
generation. Earlier, the goal was to find a linear classifier that separates
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positive and negative counterexamples [23, 30]; however, it was found that
this method was not robust since for implication counterexamples of the
form (s, s′), either the teacher would lie and arbitrarily pick s as negative
or s′ as positive or the learner would make a guess. Either way, the teacher
would cheat and there was no way of knowing the precise invariant. Then
came ICE learning [6] where the teacher communicated the implication pair
to the learner and the learner made the choice, based on considerations of
generalization, simplicity etc., whether it would include both s and s′ in its
set (add them as positive) or leave s out (add s as negative sample).
Sorcar [21] is a Horn-ICE learning framework that learns conjunctive in-
ductive invariants that are sufficient to prove the assertions in the program,
making it a property-driven algorithm as opposed to Houdini. Addition-
ally, Sorcar proposes a weaker invariant, unlike Houdini which proposes the
tightest conjunctive invariant. Given a set of predicates P , Sorcar only con-
siders a subset of relevant predicates R ⊆ P , enough to prove the assertions.
The authors propose different variants of Sorcar depending on how relevant
predicates are chosen.
Data-driven CHC solvers [2] use machine algorithms like support vector
machines (SVMs) and decision trees to generate inductive invariants. In this
paper, the authors develop a new data-driven algorithm, that does apply a
linear classification algorithm iteratively on unseparated (misclassified) sam-
ples, thereby learning a family of linear classifiers that separate all samples
correctly in the aggregate. The problem of overfitting is dealt with by con-
structing a layered machine learning toolchain, which allows generalization
in the first layer by learning a combination of linear classifiers and uses a
decision tree to pick the most attributes with high information gain.




In this chapter, we discuss the motivation for choosing the Winnow algorithm
and describe the overall Winnow-ICE framework and its components. We
describe the challenges for integrating Winnow in the Horn-ICE framework
and the different methodologies used to implement the Winnow-ICE frame-
work. We also present several heuristics to speed up the implementation.
When we say teacher, we mean the Boogie program verifier and the learner
is the Winnow algorithm and Houdini.
4.1 Motivation
Our primary motivation for adapting Winnow is its guaranteed mistake
bound of O(klogN) where the target function is a k-literal monotone dis-
junction and N is the total number of predicates. This bound is achieved
assuming the threshold θ is N/2. The expectation is that Winnow will make
fewer mistakes and will consequently reduce the number of rounds to the
teacher. For black-box techniques, passive learning is not enough and online
machine learning models like Winnow are the closest to iterative models.
The data samples are constantly arriving and the learner proposes a new
hypothesis each time. The Winnow algorithm essentially performs binary
classification, over N -dimensional real vectors when we have N predicates;
thus, it can handle higher dimensionality.
4.2 Winnow-ICE Framework
One of the major impediments to integrating Winnow in the current Horn-
ICE setting is the incompatibility with the existing interface between the
teacher and learner. At present, the learner in the Horn-ICE setting returns
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a Boolean formula, whereas Winnow returns a linear threshold function. We
resolve this in two ways. The first method is converting the linear threshold
function into a Boolean formula, and the second method is extending the
interface to support linear threshold function.
Another consideration is the choice of algorithm to label the unlabeled
implication counterexamples. In this work, we choose the Houdini algorithm
to extend the Winnow algorithm to implication counterexamples since the
Houdini algorithm is known to take a polynomial number of rounds (related
to the number of predicates) to converge to a conjunctive formula. Given
an implication counterexample of the form (s, s′), either s can be labeled
as negative or s′ can be labeled as positive. Using Houdini, we compute
the strongest conjunctive formula φ over predicates that are consistent with
positive counterexamples and implication counterexamples. If s satisfies φ,
we label s′ as positive and if s does not satisfy φ, we label s as negative.
A point to note is that Winnow primarily learns a disjunctive concept over
X for a function of the form wT ∗X >= θ. Therefore, to make Winnow learn
conjunctive concepts over X, we need to modify the linear threshold function
to the form wT ∗X ′ < θ. This would mean inverting the atomic predicates
and inverting the label before training Winnow.
To speed up the overall implementation, we take advantage of another
aspect of Houdini. As the number of predicates increases, we can drop the
irrelevant predicates in the proposed loop invariant by setting their corre-
sponding weights to zero. This dramatically reduces the size of the loop
invariant, which results in faster convergence on large programs. Any predi-
cate is considered irrelevant if it is not in the conjunctive formula proposed
by Houdini. The intuition is that, if a predicate does not satisfy the positive
counterexamples, it is not in the proposed invariant, so we can “knock” them
off.
Like Sorcar, Winnow-ICE is a plug-in to the Horn-ICE framework. All
the communication between teacher and learner happens through files. The
invariant(s) are communicated to Boogie in JSON format. The Boolean
formula (in form of a tree) is parsed and then converted to (multiple) Boogie
formulas. The conversion to a Boogie formula happens implicitly by the




The general working of the Winnow-ICE algorithm is described in Algorithm
3. The input to the algorithm is the set of N predicates P . In Line 1, the
learner proposes a loop invariant hypothesis φ with default initialization. In
Line 3, the teacher returns the Horn-ICE samples if the proposed loop in-
variant does not satisfy the CHCs. In Line 4, the Houdini algorithm is used
to propose the tightest conjunct X that satisfies all positive counterexamples
S+. In Line 5, all implication counterexamples are labeled either positive or
negative depending on whether they satisfy the tightest conjunct. In Line
6, all irrelevant predicates are eliminated from the loop invariant φ. Line 7
demonstrates the inversion of data samples and their labels to learn the con-
junctive formula. In Line 8, the Winnow algorithm is trained on all positive
and negative counterexamples until all samples are classified correctly. After
Winnow converges, a loop invariant is proposed. The entire process from
Line 3 to Line 8 repeats until the loop invariant satisfies all CHCs.
Algorithm 3: Winnow-ICE Algorithm
Input: Predicates P
Output: Invariant φ
/* Get initial loop invariant φ */
1 φ = InitializeWinnow(P );
2 repeat
3 S+, SH , S− = Teacher(φ);
/* Obtain the tightest conjunct */
4 X = Houdini(S+, P );
/* Label the Implication counterexamples */
5 S+, S− = Satisfies(X,SH);
/* Knock-off predicates */
6 P = P \ {Pi | Pi 6∈ X};
/* Invert the data and label */
7 S+, S− = Invert(S+, S−);
8 TrainWinnow(S+, S−);
/* Return φ */
9 until Program verified ;
In Subsections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, the two different methods of implementation
are discussed.
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Figure 4.1: Method1: Winnow-ICE Framework
4.3.1 Method 1
In this method, we use a component called Ltf2Bool to assist in the conversion
of linear threshold function to a Boolean formula. The overall Winnow-ICE
framework with this additional component is shown in Figure 4.1. This
component takes the linear threshold function given by Winnow as input
and converts it into an equivalent Boolean expression and is necessary for
increased ease of integration into the Horn-ICE framework.
The pseudo-code for this method is shown in Algorithm 4. The only change
as compared to Algorithm 3 is the addition of Lines 2 and 10. Lines 2
and 10 call the Ltf2Bool function to convert the linear threshold function
LTF to a Boolean formula φ. The pseudo-code of the Ltf2Bool algorithm
is described in Algorithm 5. The algorithm takes the converged weights
w, predicates P , and set of predicate indices J and a threshold θ as input
and returns a Boolean formula φ. Initially, J is the set of all predicate
indices and θ is the difference of the sum of weights and N/2, where N is
the number of predicates. Ltf2Bool is a recursive function that chooses the
predicate corresponding to the maximum weight in each iteration until either
the threshold is less than zero or the sum of weights is less than the threshold.
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Algorithm 4: Method1: Winnow-ICE Algorithm
Input: Predicates P
Output: Invariant φ
/* Get initial LTF */
1 LTF = InitializeWinnow(P );
/* Get initial loop invariant φ */
2 φ = Ltf2Bool(LTF);
3 repeat
4 S+, SH , S− = Teacher(φ);
/* Obtain the tightest conjunct */
5 X = Houdini(S+, P );
/* Label the Implication counterexamples */
6 S+, S− = Satisfies(X,SH);
/* Knock-off predicates */
7 P = P \ {Pi | Pi 6∈ X};
/* Invert the data and label */
8 S+, S− = Invert(S+, S−);
9 LTF = TrainWinnow(S+, S−);
/* Convert LTF to a Boolean formula */
10 φ = Ltf2Bool(LTF);
/* Return φ */
11 until Program verified ;
4.3.2 Method 2
In this method, we modify the teacher (Boogie program verifier) to process
the linear threshold function directly. The modified Winnow-ICE framework
is shown in Figure 4.2. Winnow proposes an LTF as a loop invariant and
the teacher returns Horn-ICE samples if the LTF does not satisfy the CHCs.
The pseudo-code for this method is the same as the Winnow-ICE algorithm
except the invariant φ is now the LTF.
4.4 Parameter Tuning
It is important to choose the right values of θ, initial weights, and α for
an increase in the performance of the algorithm. We measure performance
both in terms of the number of rounds taken to verify a program and the
subsequent time for the same.
Littlestone [24] states that a good bound for Winnow is achieved when
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Algorithm 5: Ltf2Bool Algorithm
Input: Converged Weights w, θ, J , predicates P
Output: Invariant φ





i=1wj > θ then
5 weight_max = max(w);
6 idx_max = index corresponding to weight_max;
7 J .erase(idx_max);
8 return ((P [idx_max] && Ltf2Bool(W, θ - weight_max, J , P )





Figure 4.2: Method2: Winnow-ICE Framework
θ = N/2, α is 2 and initial weights are set to 1. However, Kivinen et al.
[32] argue that for k < N/e, where k is the number of literals in the target
concept and N is the total number of predicates, the best values are α of
0.875, θ of 0.441 and initial weights 2N/5. For k ≥ N/e, α of 1, θ of 0.425
and initial weights 0.368 achieve good bounds.
4.4.1 Choosing Initial Weights
Following is a mathematical explanation for choosing initial weights given
θ = N/2 and α of 2. Let X be the vector of predicates and assume there
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are N predicates, and let W be the vector of weights. For Winnow to learn
conjunctions, we invert the atomic predicates and labels, thereby learning
W ∗ (1−X) < θ
N∑
i=1









(xi) > N ∗ k − (N/2)
N∑
i=1
(xi) > N − (N/2k)
Say we have initial weights of k = 1, we then get
N∑
i=1
(xi) > N − (N/2)
N∑
i=1
(xi) > N/2 (4.1)
Equation 4.1 is True when at least N/2 predicates are 1 (equivalently True).





















we know that this is exponential in N . When Winnow proposes an LTF and
that gets translated to a Boolean function, the number of terms in the SOP
is exponential in N and thus choosing initial weights as 1 is not scalable.
Say we have initial weights of k = N , we then get
N∑
i=1




(xi) > N − (1/2) (4.2)
Equation 4.2 is True only when all the predicates are 1 (equivalently True).
This can happen in only one way. The number of terms in the SOP after
Ltf2Bool is a conjunction of all predicates, which is the same as that proposed
by the Houdini algorithm standalone.
Say we have initial weights of k = N/2, we then get
N∑
i=1
(xi) > N − (N/2) ∗ (2/N)
N∑
i=1
(xi) > N − 1 (4.3)
Equation 4.3 is True only when all the predicates are 1 (equivalently True).
This can happen in only one way. The number of terms in the SOP after
Ltf2Bool is a conjunction of all predicates, which is the same as what we
observe when k = N .
Remark. If initial weights are between [N/2, N], we notice and theoretically
expect the same behavior as Houdini.
Say we have initial weights of k = N/4, we then get
N∑
i=1
(xi) > N − (N/2) ∗ (4/N)
N∑
i=1
(xi) > N − 2 (4.4)
Equation 4.4 is True when at least one predicate of N is 1 (equivalently










= N + 1 ways. From this, we know
that choosing initial weights as N/4 makes the number of terms in the SOP
returned by Ltf2Bool linear in N . Thus, N/4 will be our initial weights.





In this chapter, we give a brief overview of the benchmarks used. Following
that are results corresponding to different implementation strategies.
5.1 Benchmarks
There are two benchmarks we target in this thesis. The first is obtained from
the GPUVerify tool [25]. This tool is used for verifying that GPU kernels are
race and divergence-free. The tool automatically preprocesses the programs
written in CUDA and OpenCL into BOOGIE programs during compilation.
The second suite of benchmarks is from Neider et al.’s tool, VCCDyrad
[26], which compiles C programs into BOOGIE programs.
We select programs from both these benchmarks and compare the perfor-
mance of the Winnow-ICE algorithm to Houdini and Sorcar. When we use
performance, we measure the number of rounds and the total time taken to
verify the program. The number of rounds means the number of times the
teacher (prover or verification engine) is called.
5.2 Results and Analysis
We evaluate Winnow on the two benchmarks described in the preceding
section. We report the average numbers over the entire benchmark in Figures
5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4.
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Figure 5.1: Method1: Evaluation of Winnow on GPUVerify Benchmarks
5.2.1 Method 1
Results of evaluation for Method 1 are summarized in Figures 5.1 and 5.2.
Figure 5.1 shows the performance of Winnow as compared to Sorcar and Hou-
dini on a subset of GPUVerify benchmarks. The files are chosen based on the
number of rounds taken by the Sorcar algorithm. All the files where the Sor-
car tool takes more than 20 rounds to verify the program are selected. From
Figure 5.1 we note that Winnow takes significantly fewer rounds on programs
as compared to both Sorcar and Houdini. Additionally, Winnow performs
better in terms of the total time taken. However, Winnow is noted to perform
better than Sorcar and Houdini only on this small subset of benchmarks.
Figure 5.2 shows the performance of Winnow as compared to Sorcar and
Houdini on Dryad benchmarks. We see that Winnow’s performance is worse
on these files both in terms of the number of rounds and total time taken.
The time taken by Winnow is the longest due to the fact that the Boolean
formula generated from Ltf2Bool is large and complex. The time taken by
Winnow is more than Houdini because Winnow internally uses Houdini and
that is adding to the extra total time taken.
5.2.2 Method 2
In this method, we eliminated the dependency on the Ltf2Bool function and
directly returned the LTF returned by Winnow to the teacher. This made
a considerable difference in Winnow’s performance since we could harness
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Figure 5.2: Method1: Evaluation of Winnow on Dryad Benchmarks
Winnow’s potential on logarithmic mistake bounds.
On the GPUVerify benchmark suite, for the 222 programs verified by all
three algorithms (Winnow, Houdini, Sorcar), the Winnow algorithm took
22% fewer rounds as compared to Sorcar and 2.7% more rounds as compared
to Houdini. It was observed that Sorcar and the Winnow algorithm per-
formed with similar times, whereas the Winnow algorithm took 21% more
time as compared to Houdini. Overall, the Winnow algorithm takes consider-
ably fewer rounds than Sorcar for similar total performance in time, whereas,
as compared to Houdini, the total time taken is notably large. The summary
of results on this benchmark is shown in Figure 5.3.
On the Dryad benchmark suite, a total of 59 programs were verified for
all three learning-based algorithms. The winnow algorithm took 13.8% more
rounds as compared to Sorcar and 9.6% fewer rounds as compared to Hou-
dini. As for the total time, the Winnow algorithm took 139% more time
as compared to Sorcar and 10.5% more time as compared to Houdini. For
all the programs in this class of benchmarks, Winnow performed worse as
compared to Sorcar and Houdini both in terms of the number of rounds and
total time taken. The summary of results on this benchmark is shown in
Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.3: Method2: Evaluation of Winnow on GPUVerify Benchmarks
Figure 5.4: Method2: Evaluation of Winnow on Dryad Benchmarks
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this thesis, we propose a learner-based invariant generation called Winnow-
ICE. We implement Winnow-ICE as a plug-in to the Horn ICE framework
and evaluate the performance of Winnow against tools like Sorcar and Hou-
dini for different methodologies. Factors such as the choice of initial weights,
initial θ, and learning rate are crucial for the convergence of Winnow. We
observe that Winnow improves the number of rounds drastically on the GPU-
Verify benchmark; however, the total run time is similar to that of Sorcar.
We also observe that Winnow improves neither the number of rounds nor
the run time on the Dryad benchmark.
In the future, we plan to evaluate Winnow’s performance on other state-
of-the-art tools. We also want to implement and evaluate many different
heuristics of labeling implication counterexamples that might help in decreas-
ing the number of rounds and total time. Currently, Winnow is a plug-in
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